Abstract. We consider the management of water in two connected dams. Stormwater generated by rainfall flows into a large capture dam and is subsequently pumped to a smaller supply dam. We use a discrete state space and assume random supply and daily demand. A simple management policy is to pump as much water as possible each day from the capture dam to the supply dam without allowing the supply dam to overflow. We shall refer to this policy as pump-to-fill. We will show that pump-to-fill minimizes overflow from the system and maximizes the amount of demand met thus providing the optimal pumping policy between a pair of discrete dams in series with a general input and demand process.
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Abstract. We consider the management of water in two connected dams. Stormwater generated by rainfall flows into a large capture dam and is subsequently pumped to a smaller supply dam. We use a discrete state space and assume random supply and daily demand. A simple management policy is to pump as much water as possible each day from the capture dam to the supply dam without allowing the supply dam to overflow. We shall refer to this policy as pump-to-fill. We will show that pump-to-fill minimizes overflow from the system and maximizes the amount of demand met thus providing the optimal pumping policy between a pair of discrete dams in series with a general input and demand process. In earlier work ([9, 11, 2]) we studied a control policy dependent on a critical threshold value m, a positive integer. If the content of the first (or capture) dam at time n is less than m, there is no pumping. If the content of the capture dam is m or more, then m units of water are pumped from this dam to the second (or supply) dam. This may result in some overflow from the latter.
One unit of water is drawn from the supply dam at time n − 0 if it is available. This is envisaged as taking place before any pumping from the capture dam to the supply dam at time n. Finally, an amount R (n+1) (an independent sample from a random variable) is added to the capture dam at time n + 0. The previous work ([9, 10] ) is extended by allowing higher levels of demand [3] .
In [11] and [2] the system was analyzed via Neuts' block-matrix methodology ([7, 8, 4] ), treating the content of the supply dam as the level and that of the capture
